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Abstract. In this paper, we present a web-based finite element meshes parti-
tioner and load balancer (FEMPAL).  FEMPAL is an integrated tool that con-
sists of five components, a partitioner, a load balancer, a simulator, a visualiza-
tion tool, and a Web interface.  Through the Web interface, other four compo-
nents can be operated independently or can be cooperated with others.  Besides,
FEMPAL provides several demonstration examples and their corresponding
mesh models that allow beginners to download and experiment.  The experi-
mental results show the practicability and usefulness of our FEMPAL.

1   Introduction

To efficiently execute a finite element application program on a distributed memory
multicomputer, we need to map nodes of the corresponding mesh to processors of a
distributed memory multicomputer such that each processor has the same amount of
computational load and the communication among processors is minimized.  Since
this mapping problem is known to be NP-completeness , many heuristics were pro-
posed to find satisfactory sub-optimal solutions.  Based on these heuristics, many
graph partitioners were developed [2], [5], [7], [9].  Among them, Jostle [9], Metis
[5], and Party [7] are considered as the best graph partitioners available up-to-date.  If
the number of nodes of a mesh will not be increased during the execution of a finite
element application program, the mapping algorithm only needs to be performed once.
For an adaptive mesh application program, the number of nodes will be increased
discretely due to the refinement of some finite elements during the execution of an
adaptive mesh application program.  This will result in load imbalance of processors.
A load-balancing algorithm has to be performed many times in order to balance the
computational load of processors while keeping the communication cost among proc-
essors as low as possible.  To deal with the load imbalance problem of an adaptive
mesh computation, many load-balancing methods have been proposed in the literature
[1], [3], [4], [6], [8], [9].  Without tools support, mesh partitioning and load balancing
are labor intensive and tedious.  In this paper, we present a web-based finite element
meshes partitioner and load balancer.  FEMPAL is an integrated tool that consists of
five components, a partitioner, a load balancer, a simulator, a visualization tool, and a
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Web interface.  Besides, FEMPAL also provides several demonstration examples and
their corresponding models that allow beginners to download and experiment.  The
design of FEMPAL is based on the criteria including easy to use, efficiency, and
transparency.  It is unique in using Web interface.  The experimental results show that
our methods produced 3% to 13% fewer cut-edges and reduced simulation time by
0.1% to 0.3%.  The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  The related work will be
given in Section 2.  In Section 3, the FEMPAL will be described in details.  In Section
4, some experimental results of using FEMPAL will be presented.

2   Related Work

Many methods have been proposed to deal with the partitioning/mapping problems of
irregular graphs on distributed memory multicomputers in the literature.  These meth-
ods were implemented in several graph partition libraries, such as Jostle, Metis, and
Party, etc., to solve graph partition problems.  For the load imbalance problem of
adaptive mesh computations, many load-balancing algorithms can be used to balance
the load of processors.  Hu and Blake [4] proposed a direct diffusion method that
computes the diffusion solution by using an unsteady heat conduction equation while
optimally minimizing the Euclidean norm of the data movement.  They proved that a
diffusion solution can be found by solving the linear equation.  Horton [3] proposed a
multilevel diffusion method by recursively bisecting a graph into two subgraphs and
balancing the load of the two subgraphs.  This method assumes that the graph can be
recursively bisected into two connected graphs.  Schloegel et al. [8] also proposed a
multilevel diffusion scheme to construct a new partition of the graph incrementally.
C. Walshaw et al. [9] implemented a parallel partitioner and a direct diffusion reparti-
tioner in Jostle that is based on the diffusion solver proposed by Hu and Blake [4].
Although several graph partitioning and load-balancing methods have been imple-
mented as tools or libraries [5], [7], [9], none of them has offered its Web interface.
Our FEMPAL is unique in using Web interface and high level support to users.

3   The System Structure of FEMPAL

The system structure of FEMPAL consists of five components, a partitioner, a load
balancer, a simulator, a visualization tool, and a Web interface.  Users can upload the
finite element mesh data and get the running results on any Web browsers.  Through
the Web interface, other four components can be operated independently or can be
cooperated with others.  In the following, we will describe them in details.

3.1   The Partitioner

In the partitioner, we provide three partitioning methods, Jostle/DDM, Metis/DDM,
and Party/DDM.  These methods were implemented based on the best algorithms
provided in Jostle, Metis and Party, respectively, with the dynamic diffusion optimi-
zation method (DDM) [2].  In FEMPAL, we provide five 2D and two 3D finite ele-
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ment demo meshes.  The outputs of the partitioner are a partitioned mesh file and
partitioned results.  In a partitioned mesh file, a number j in line i indicates that node i
belongs to processor j.  The partitioned results include the load balancing degree and
the total cut-edges of a partitioned mesh.

3.2   The Load Balancer

In the load balancer, we provide two load-balancing methods, the prefix code match-
ing parallel load-balancing (PCMPLB) method [1] and the binomial tree-based paral-
lel load-balancing (BINOTPLB) method [6].  In the load balancer, users can also use
the partitioned finite element demo mesh model provided by FEMPAL.  In this case,
the inputs are the load imbalance degree and the number of processors.  The outputs
of the load balancer are a load-balanced mesh file and the load balancing results.  The
load balancing results include the load balancing degree and the total cut-edges.

3.3   The Simulator

The simulator provides a simulated distributed memory multicomputer for the per-
formance evaluation of a partitioned mesh.  The execution time of a mesh on a P-
processor distributed memory multicomputer under a particular mapping/load-
balancing method Li can be defined as follows:

Tpar(Li) = max{Tcomp(Li, Pj) + Tcomm(Li, Pj)} , (1)

where Tpar(Li) is the execution time of an mesh on a distributed memory multicom-
puter under Li, Tcomp(Li, Pj) is the computation cost of processor Pj under Li, and
Tcomm(Li, Pj) is the communication cost of processor Pj under Li, where j = 0, ..., P−1.

The cost model used in Equation 1 is assuming a synchronous communication
mode in which each processor goes through a computation phase followed by a com-
munication phase.  Therefore, the computation cost of processor Pj under a map-
ping/load-balancing method Li can be defined as follows:

Tcomp(Li, Pj) = S × loadi(Pj) × Ttask, (2)

where S is the number of iterations performed by a finite element method, loadi(Pj) is
the number of nodes of an finite element mesh assigned to processor Pj, and Ttask is the
time for a processor to execute tasks of a node.

For the communication model, we assume a synchronous communication mode and
every two processors can communicate with each other in one step.  In general, it is
possible to overlap communication with computation.  In this case, Tcomm(Li, Pj) may
not always reflect the true communication cost since it would be partially overlapped
with computation.  However, Tcomm(Li, Pj) should provide a good estimate for the
communication cost.  Since we use a synchronous communication mode, Tcomm(Li, Pj)
can be defined as follows:

Tcomm(Li, Pj) = S × (δ × Tsetup + φ × Tc), (3)
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where S is the number of iterations performed by a finite element method, δ is the
number of processors that processor Pj has to send data to in each iteration, Tsetup is the
setup time of the I/O channel, φ is the total number of data that processor Pj has to
send out in each iteration, and Tc is the data transmission time of the I/O channel per
byte.  To use the simulator, users need to input the partitioned or load-balanced mesh
file and the values of S, Tsetup, Tc, Ttask, and the number of bytes sent by a finite element
node to its neighbor nodes.  The outputs of the simulator are the execution time of the
mesh on a simulated distributed memory multicomputer and the total cut-edges of a
partitioned mesh.

3.4   The Visualization Tool

FEMPAL also provides a visualization tool for users to visual the partitioned finite
element mesh.  The inputs of the visualization tool are files of the coordinate model,
the element model, and the partitioned finite element mesh models of an finite element
mesh, and the size of an image.  For the coordinate model file of an finite element
mesh, line 1 specifies the number of nodes in an finite element mesh.  Line 2 specifies
the coordinate of node 1.  Line 3 specifies the coordinate of node 2, and so on.  Fig.
1(a) shows the Web page of the visualization tool.  After rendering, a Web browser
displays the finite element mesh with different colors, and each color represents one
processor.  Fig. 1(b) shows the rendering result of the test sample Letter_S.

   
(a)                                                                       (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The Web page of the visualization tool.  (b) The rendering result of Letter_S.

3.5   The Web Interface

The Web interface provides a mean for users to use FEMPAL through Internet and
integrates other four parts.  The Web interface consists of two parts, an HTML inter-
face and a CGI interface.  The HTML interface provides Web pages for users to input
requests from Web browsers.  The CGI interface is responsible for handling requests
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of users.  Through the Web interface, other four components can be operated inde-
pendently or can be cooperated with others.  As users operate each component inde-
pendently, the Web interface passes the requests to the corresponding component.
The corresponding component will then process the requests and produce output re-
sults.

3.6   The Implementation of FEMPAL

In order to support standard WWW browsers, the front end is coded in HTML with
CGI.  The CGI interface is implemented in Perl language.  The CGI interface receives
the data and parameters from the forms of the HTML interface.  It then calls external
tools to handle requests.  The tools of FEMPAL, partitioner, balancer, and simulator
are coded in C language.  They receive the parameters from the CGI interface and use
the specified methods (functions) to process requests of users.

To support an interactive visualization tool, the client/server software architecture
is used in FEMPAL.  In the client side, a Java Applet is implemented to display im-
ages rendered by server.  In the server side, a Java server-let is implemented as a Java
Application.  The Java server-let renders image with specific image size and finite
element mesh models.  As the server finishes its rendering work, it sends the final
image to client side and users can see the final image from users' Web browsers.

4   Experience and Experimental Results

In this section, we will present some experimental results for finite element meshes by
using the partitioner, the load balancer, and the simulator of FEMPAL through a Web
browser.

4.1   Experimental Results for the Partitioner

To evaluate the performance of Jostle/DDM, MLkP/DDM, and Party/DDM, three 2D
and two 3D finite element meshes are used as test samples.  The number of nodes, the
number of elements, and the number of edges of these five finite element meshes are
given in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the total cut-edges of the three methods with their counterparts for
the test meshes on 70 processors.  The total cut-edges of Jostle, Metis, and Party were
obtained by running these three partitioners with default values.  The load imbalance
degree allowed by Jostle, Metis, and Party are 3%, 5%, and 5%, respectively.  The
total cut-edges of the three methods were obtained by applying the dynamic diffusion
optimization method (DDM) to the partitioned results of Jostle, Metis, and Party,
respectively.  The three methods guarantee that the load among partitioned modules is
fully balanced.  From Table 2, we can see that the total cut-edges produced by the
methods provided in the partitioner are less than those of their counterparts.  The
DDM produced 1% to 6% fewer total cut-edges in most of the test cases.
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Table 1.  The number of nodes, elements, and edges of the test samples.

Samples #node #element #edges
Hook 80494 158979 239471

Letter_S 106215 126569 316221
Truss 57081 91968 169518
Femur 477378 953344 1430784
Tibia 557058 1114112 1671168

Table 2.  The total cut-edges of the methods provided in the partitioner and their
 counterparts for three 2D and two 3D finite element meshes on 70 processors.

Method
Model Jostle Jostle/DDM Metis Metis/DDM Party Party/DDM
Hook 7588 7508 (-1%) 7680 7621 (-1%) 8315 8202(-1%)

Letter_S 9109 8732 (-4%) 8949 8791 (2%) 9771 9441(-3%)
Truss 7100 6757 (-5%) 7153 6854 (-4%) 7520 7302(-3%)
Femur 23982 22896 (-5%) 23785 23282 (-2%) 23004 22967(-0.2%)
Tibia 26662 24323 (-10%) 26356 24887 (-6%) 25442 25230(-1%)

4.2  Experimental Results for the Load Balancer

To evaluate the performance of PCMPLB and BINOTPLB methods provided in the
load balancer, we compare these two methods with the direct diffusion (DD) method
and the multilevel diffusion (MD) method.  We modified the multilevel k-way parti-
tioning (MLkP) program provided in Metis to generate the desired test samples.  The
methods provided in the load balancer guarantee that the load among partitioned
modules will be fully balanced while the DD and MD methods do not.  Table 3 shows
the total cut-edges produced by DD, MD, PCMPLB, and BINOTPLB for the test
sample Tibia on 50 processors.  From Table 3, we can see that the methods provided
in the load balancer outperform the DD and MD methods.    The PCMPLB and
BINOTPLB methods produced 9% to 13% fewer total cut-edges than the DD and MD
methods.  The load balancing results of PCMPLB and BINOTPLB depend on the test
samples.    It is difficult to tell that which one performs better than the other for a
given partitioned finite element mesh.  However, one can select both methods in the
load balancer, see the load balancing results, and choose the best one.

Table 3.  The total cut-edges produced by DD, MD, PCMPLB,
and BINOTPLB for the test sample Tibia on 50 processors.

Load Method
imbalance DD MD PCMPLB BINOTPLB

3% 22530 22395 19884 (-13%) (-13%) 19868 (-13%) (-13%)
5% 22388 22320 20398 (-10%) (-9%) 20060 (-12%) (-11%)

10% 22268 22138 20411 (-9%) (-9%) 20381 (-9%) (-9%)
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4.3  Experience with the Simulator

In this experimental test, we use the simulator to simulate the execution of a parallel
Laplace solver on a 70-processor SP2 parallel machine.  According to [1], the values
of Tsetup, Tc, and Ttask are 46µs, 0.035µs, and 350µs, respectively.  Each finite element
node needs to send 40 bytes to its neighbor nodes.  The number of iterations per-
formed by a Laplace solver is set to 10000.  Table 4 shows the simulation results of
test samples under different partitioning methods provided in the partitioner on a
simulated 70-processor SP2 parallel machine.  For the performance comparison, we
also include the simulation results of test samples under Jostle, Metis, and Party in
Table 4.  From Table 2 and Table 4, we can see that, in general, the smaller the total
cut-edges, the less the execution time.  The simulation result may provide a reference
for a user to choose a right method for a given mesh.

Table 4.  The simulation results of test samples under different partitioning methods provided
in the partitioner on a simulated 70-processor SP2 parallel machine.  (Time : second)

Method
Model Jostle Jostle/DDM Metis Metis/DDM Party Party/DDM
Truss 2870.578 2861.318 2861.836 2861.374 2864.178 2863.272

Letter_S 5328.878 5319.074 5318.698 5318.698 5328.004 5326.274
Hook 4042.268 4030.390 4030.614 4030.628 4035.036 4033.320
Tibia 27868.974 27862.126 27862.576 27862.100 27865.982 27865.940

Femur 23905.270 23878.790 23878.962 23878.990 23879.788 23883.260

5   Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a software tool, FEMPAL, to process the partitioning
and load balancing problems for the finite element meshes on World Wide Web.
Users can use FEMPAL by accessing its Internet location, http://www.occc.edu.tw/
~cjliao.  FEMPAL is an integrated tool that consists of five components, a partitioner,
a load balancer, a simulator, a visualization tool, and a Web interface.  The design of
FEMPAL is based on the criteria including easy to use, efficiency, and transparency.
The experimental results show the practicability and usefulness of FEMPAL.  The
integration of different methods into FEMPAL has made the experiments and simula-
tions of parallel programs very simple and cost effective.  FEMPAL offers a very high
level and user friendly interface.  Besides, the demonstration examples can educate
beginners on how to apply finite element method to solve parallel problems.  There is
one typical shortage for tools on WWW, which is the downgrade of performance
when multiple requests have been requested.  To solve this problem, we can either
execute FEMPAL on a more powerful computer or execute FEMPAL on a cluster of
machines.  In the future, the next version of FEMPAL will execute on a PC clusters
environment.
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